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ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

1  *Regulation versus litigation: perspectives from economics and law.*
   KF5407.R44 2011

ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION

2  Karrass, Gary
   *Negotiate to close: how to make more successful deals.*
   HF5438.25 .K37 1985

3  Alvik, Ivar
   *Contracting with sovereignty: state contracts and international arbitration.*
   K2400 .A962 2011

4  Blake, Susan H. (Susan Heather), 1953-
   *A practical approach to alternative dispute resolution.*
   KD7644 .B58 2011

ANTITRUST AND TRADE REGULATION

5  *Electronic commerce: antitrust and consumer protection in the information age.*
   Chicago, Ill.: American Bar Association, Section of Antitrust Law, c2011. x, 266 p. 23 cm.
   KF889 .E44 2011

6  *Handbook on antitrust aspects of standard setting.*
   Chicago, Ill.: American Bar Association, Section of Antitrust Law, 2011. 2nd ed. xi, 288 p. 23 cm.
   KF1652 .H36 2011

7  *Interlocking directorates: handbook on Section 8 of the Clayton Act.*
   Chicago, Ill.: Section of Antitrust Law, American Bar Association, 2011. ix, 102 p. 23 cm.
   KF1657.157 I58 2011

BANKING – SEE – REGULATED INDUSTRIES

BUSINESS ASSOCIATIONS LAW

8  Horrigan, Bryan
   *Corporate social responsibility in the 21st century: debates, models and practices across government, law and business.*
   HD60 .H68 2010
9  **Emerging companies guide : a resource for professionals and entrepreneurs.**
Chicago, Ill. : American Bar Association, Section of Business Law, c2011.
2nd ed. xxiv, 598 p. 26 cm. + CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.).
**KF1355 .E46 2011**

10  Fletcher, William Meade, 1870-1943
**Fletcher corporation forms, annotated.**
**KF1411 .F551**

11  Cioffi, John W
**Public law and private power : corporate governance reform in the age of finance capitalism.**
**KF1422 .C56 2010**

12  Varallo, Gregory V., 1959-
**Special committees : law and practice.**
**KF1423 .V37 2011**

13  Hazen, Thomas Lee, 1947-
**Corporate counsel guides : securities regulation.**
**KF1439 .H3 88 2011**

**CIVIL PROCEDURE**

14  Lee, Evan Tsen
**Judicial restraint in America : how the ageless wisdom of the federal courts was invented.**
**KF8742 .L44 2011**

15  Marlowe, Marcella, 1974-
**Jurisprudential regimes : the Supreme Court, civil rights, and the life cycle of judicial doctrine.**
**KF8742 .M274 2011**

16  Clouatre, Doug
**Presidents and their justices.**
**KF8744 .C56 2010**

17  Baum, Lawrence
**Specializing the courts.**
**KF8775 .B386 2011**
18 The politics of judicial independence : courts, politics, and the public.
KF8775 .P655 2011

19 Barton, Benjamin H., 1969-
The lawyer-judge bias in the American legal system.
KF8776 .B37 2011

20 Annotated model code of judicial conduct.
Chicago : American Bar Association, Center for Professional Responsibility, c2011.
2nd ed. xvi, 640 p. 26 cm. + 1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.).
KF8779 .A96 2011

21 Mauet, Thomas A
Trial techniques.
KF8915 .M38 2010

22 Hafetz, Jonathan
Habeas corpus after 9/11 : confronting America's new global detention system.
KF9011 .H34 2011

CIVIL RIGHTS

23 Smolla, Rodney A
Federal civil rights acts.
[Eagan, Minn.] : West/Thomson Reuters, c2011-. 3rd ed. v. 25 cm;Annual;2011 ed.-.
KF4749 .A746

24 Marshall, Thurgood, 1908-1993
KF8745.M34 A42 2011

COMMERCIAL LAW

25 Akseli, N. Orkun (Nazim Orkun)
International secured transactions law : facilitation of credit and international conventions and instruments.
K1100 .A47 2011

26 Sales.
RES KF915 .S25 2011
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35 Mayer, David N
*Liberty of contract: rediscovering a lost constitutional right.*
*KF801 .M29 2011

**CRIMINAL LAW**

36 Peffley, Mark
*Justice in America: the separate realities of blacks and whites.*
*KF9223 .P44 2010

37 *Grand jury 2.0: modern perspectives on the grand jury.*
*KF9642 .G73 2011

38 Pasano, Michael S
*Winning the acquittal: tips from a high profile trial.*
*KF9656 .P37 2011

39 Garrett, Brandon
*Convicting the innocent: where criminal prosecutions go wrong.*
*KF9756 .G37 2011

**CYBERLAW**

40 *Personal data privacy and protection in a surveillance era: technologies and practices.*
Hershey, Pa.: Information Science Reference, c2011. xxviii, 371 p. 29 cm.
*KF1263.C65 P47 2011

**DOMESTIC RELATIONS**

41 Killeen, Brendan
*What brings a marriage into existence?: a historical re-examination of the canon law of the Latin Church.*
Scranton: University of Scranton Press, c2010. xvii, 497 p. 23 cm.
*KBR3109 .K55 2010

42 Strasser, Mark Philip, 1955-
*Same-sex unions across the United States.*
*KF539 .S771 2011
## EDUCATION LAW

43  Baugh, Joyce A  
_The Detroit school busing case : Milliken v. Bradley and the controversy over desegregation_.  
KF228.M55 B38 2011

## EMPLOYMENT AND LABOR LAW

44  Lower, Michael, associate professor  
_Employee participation in governance : a legal and ethical analysis_.  
HD5650 .L78 2010

45  The employment relationship : a comparative overview.  
K1705 .E48 2011

46  Mosley, Layna  
_Labor rights and multinational production_.  
K1830 .M67 2011

47  Leiter, William M., 1934-  
_Affirmative action in antidiscrimination law and policy : an overview and synthesis_.  
KF4755.5 .L45 2011

## ENVIRONMENT AND HEALTH

48  Cantor, Norman L  
_After we die : the life and times of the human cadaver_.  
K564.H8 C36 2010

49  Unumb, Lorri Shealy  
_Autism and the law : cases, statutes, and materials_.  
K637 .U58 2011

50  O'Reilly, James T., 1947-  
_A practitioner's guide to hospital liability_.  
Chicago, Ill. : Tort Trial & Insurance Practice Section, American Bar Association, c2011.  
 xvii, 317   23 cm.  
KF3825.3 .O74 2011
51 Sadoff, Robert L., 1936-
*Ethical issues in forensic psychiatry : minimizing harm.*
RA1151 .S227 2011

**FOREIGN AND COMPARATIVE LAW**

52 Farbey, Judith
*The law of habeas corpus.*
KD7612 .F27 2011

53 Rogoff, Martin A
*French constitutional law : cases and materials.*
KJV4079 .R64 2011

54 Mendelson, Danuta
*The new law of torts.*
South Melbourne, Australia : Oxford University Press, 2010. 2nd ed. lxxii, 856 p. 26 cm.
KU940 .M46 2011

**HUMAN RIGHTS**

55 *Reflections on the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.*
K3247 .R44 2011

**INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY**

K1401 .I55332 2011

57 Band, Jonathan
*Interfaces on trial 2.0.*
K1443.C6 B361 2011

58 Merges, Robert P
*Intellectual property in the new technological age.*
KF2979 .I434 2010
59  Lane, Eric L
Clean tech intellectual property: eco-marks, green patents and green innovation.
KF2979 .L35 2011

60  Classen, H. Ward
A practical guide to software licensing for licensees and licensors.
Chicago, Ill.: Section of Business Law, American Bar Association, c2011.
KF3024.C6 C56 2011

61  Kohn, Al
Kohn on music licensing.
[Frederick, MD]: Aspen Publishers, c2010.
KF3035 .K64 2010

62  McLeeod, Kembrew, 1970-
Creative license: the law and culture of digital sampling.
KF3035 .M35 2011

63  Schlicher, John W
Settlement of patent litigation and disputes.
KF3155 .S33 2011

LAW RELATED MATERIALS

64  The encyclopedia of Christian literature.
Lanham, Md.: Scarecrow Press, 2010. 2 v. (xvi, 711 p.) 29 cm.
BR117.3 .E53 2010

65  Freyer, Tony Allan
Freedom's conditions in the U.S.-Canadian borderlands in the age of emancipation.
KF4757 .F74 2011

66  Simpson, D. P
REF PA2365.L3 C3 2007
### LEGAL PROFESSION, HISTORY, ETHICS AND EDUCATION

| 67 | Tomlins, Christopher L., 1951-  
*Freedom bound: law, labor, and civic identity in colonizing English America, 1580-1865.*  
HD8068 .T66 2010 |
| 68 | Swiffen, Amy  
*Law, ethics and the biopolitical.*  
K247.6 .S93 2011 |
| 69 | *Law, society, and history : themes in the legal sociology and legal history of Lawrence M. Friedman.*  
K376 .L388 2011 |
| 70 | Carter, Jesse W., 1888-1959  
*The great dissents of the "lone dissenter" : Justice Jesse W. Carter's twenty tumultuous years on the California Supreme Court.*  
KF213.C36 O67 2010 |
| 71 | Fajans, Elizabeth  
*Scholarly writing for law students : seminar papers, law review notes and law review competition papers.*  
KF250 .F35 2011 |
| 72 | Olson, Walter K  
*Schools for misrule : legal academia and an overlawyered America.*  
KF272 .O474 2011 |
| 73 | Charles, Bradley J  
*Applying law.*  
RES KF297 .C47 2011 |
| 74 | Lande, John  
*Lawyering with planned early negotiation.*  
KF300 .L365 2011 |
75 Noreuil, Chad
*The zen of passing the bar exam.*
KF303 .N67 2011

76 Vulnerable populations and transformative law teaching: a critical reader.
KF336 .V85 2011

77 *Lawyers, lead on: lawyers with disabilities share their insights.*
xii, 184 p.: ports. 23 cm.
KF480 .L39 2011

MARITIME LAW – SEE – OTHER AREAS OF LAW

OTHER AREAS OF LAW

78 Lane, Marc J
*Social enterprise: empowering mission-driven entrepreneurs.*
HD60 .L326 2011

79 Chandler, Albert Richard, 1884-1957
*The clash of political ideals: a source book on democracy and the totalitarian state.*
JA36 .C48 1957

80 Hoffer, Peter Charles, 1944-
*The free press crisis of 1800: Thomas Cooper's trial for seditious libel.*
Lawrence, Kan.: University Press of Kansas, c2011. xiii, 149 p. 23 cm.
KF223.C653 H64 2011

81 *Moral controversies in American politics.*
KF450.P8 M67 2011

82 Davis, Richard, 1955-
*Justices and journalists: the U.S. Supreme Court and the media.*
KF2750 .D38 2011

83 Ravitch, Frank S., 1966-
*Marketing intelligent design: law and the creationist agenda.*
KF4208.5.S34 R38 2011
84 Sagafi-nejad, Nancy Black, 1937-
*Friends at the bar: a Quaker view of law, conflict resolution, and legal reform.*
KF4869.Q83 S24 2011

85 Oldham, J. Thomas, 1948-
*Texas marital property rights.*
KFT1297.O42 2011

86 Klein, Natalie (Natalie S.)
*Maritime security and the law of the sea.*
KZA1145.K58 2011

**PERIODICALS AND LAW REVIEWS**

[Jamaica, N.Y.]: St. John's University, School of Law, c2010-
v. : ill. 26 cm; Four times yearly; Began with v. 25, no. 1 (fall 2010).
PER

88 Nolot
*Global sports law and taxation reports.*
Sint-Michielsgestel, The Netherlands: Nolot, 2010-
v. 30 cm; 4 issues yearly; Vol. 1, no. 1 (Nov. 2010)-.
PER

89 *Occasional papers in intellectual property law.*
Des Moines, Iowa: Drake University Law School, c2007-
v. 26 cm; No. 1 (2007)-.
PER

90 *Humanity: an international journal of human rights, humanitarianism, and development.*
Philadelphia, Pa.: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2010-
Semiannual; Vol. 1, no. 1 (fall 2010)-.
PER

**PRACTICE AIDS**

91 Espenschied, Lenné Eidson
*The grammar and writing handbook for lawyers.*
Chicago, Ill.: American Bar Association, 2011. xvii, 300 p. 23 cm.
KF250.E84 2011
92 Information security and privacy: a practical guide for global executives, lawyers and technologists.
   KF390.5.C6 1543 2011

93 Batman, Jean L
   Letters for small-business lawyers.
   ix, 194 p. 25 cm. + 1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.) p. cm.
   KF1659.A65 B38 2011

PROPERTY (PUBLIC AND PRIVATE)

94 Dagan, Ḥanokh
   Property: values and institutions.
   K720 .D34 2011

95 Banner, Stuart, 1963-
   American property: a history of how, why, and what we own.
   KF562 .B36 2011

96 Burke, D. Barlow, 1941-
   Real estate transactions: examples and explanations.
   RES KF665 .B87 2011

97 Environmental aspects of real estate and commercial transactions: from brownfields to green buildings.
   KF1298 .E57 2011

REGULATED INDUSTRIES

98 Banks, securities and the Volcker rule: background and issues.
   KF968.6 .B36 2011

99 Durkin, Thomas A
   Truth in lending: theory, history, and a way forward.
   KF1040 .D87 2010
Maniloff, Randy J
*General liability insurance coverage : key issues in every state.*
KF1215 .M36 2011

Religious Law – see – Other Areas of Law

Secured Transactions – see – Commercial Law

Sports and Entertainment

Clotfelter, Charles T
*Big-time sports in American universities.*
GV351 .C56 2011

States Law–Not Wisconsin – see – Other Areas of Law

Tax Law and Public Finance

Dykes, Christopher C
*International tax law : a legal research guide.*
K103.T3 D95 2011

Jacobs, Vernon K
*The new taxpayers' counterattack.*
KF6297 .J32 1980

Wisconsin Law

Milwaukee County (Wis.). Dept. of Public Works
*Street construction specifications.*
[Milwaukee, Wis.] : [City of Milwaukee, Department of Public works], 1959. xv,102 p. : ill., charts 28 cm.
LAW WIS 1st Floor KFW2703 .M55 1959